CT Junior High Performance Player Program (USTACT-JHPPP)
The mission of the CT Junior High Performance Player Program (USTACT-JHPPP) is to identify, nurture, develop and inspire
junior players that reside in Connecticut and have been designated 'potentially elite in performance' by a Committee appointed
by the USTA CT Board to so act and review. Our goal is to help each player reach their maximum playing potential by
shepherding them to resources. Through an accountability system we will make sure the chosen player utilizes the resources
that we provide and integrates them into their current tennis plan. Areas subject to review include an insistence on a
comprehensive coaching philosophy that includes a clearly defined training structure and competitive pathway.

Court Time Scholarship Program (CTSP)
Qualified players* will receive 50% off of the prevailing open court time rate under the following conditions:
1. Must play at a club that is participating in this program. The participating clubs are USTA Organization
Members and are listed online at: http://www.ustaconnecticut.com/usta_ct_jhppp/
2. Can book courts based on each club’s advance booking policy. Limit of one play per week reimbursed.
3. Payment for court is due in full when the player arrives before the court is used.
4. If for some reason a player books the court and ends up not showing up or cancelling then each player
is responsible for the court fees, not USTA CT. This is typically considered a “late cancel.”
5. In this "pilot" the number of uses may be a maximum of 4 times. We reserve the right to limit the uses
further in fairness to everyone participating in the program. Although our goal is for each player to play
as equally as possible, our funds are limited. We reserve the right to cut off the program once our
allotted budget for the pilot is reached. Email CTJHPPP@gmail.com if you require special consideration.
6. Players do not have to be club members to participate in this program. Whether a guest fee is charged
for non-members is at the discretion of the participating club.
7. The program is founded on sportsmanship, which means that the courts are booked on the honor
system that the players reserving courts are on the approved list. It is not the club’s responsibility to
verify inclusion on the list. USTA CT will handle this by auditing the program on an ongoing basis, as
needed. All players accepted in the program will receive an email from USTA CT specifying such.
8. Players email CTJHPPP@gmail.com a receipt (photos are accepted) each time that the courts are used
including the players’ name, email address, city and phone number. The name is of the actual player
and the contact information would be of the parent or guardian. Please include all players who played.
9. If someone is on the approved financial assistance list for USTA NE then USTA CT will reimburse the
player 100% of the court fees.
10. Any exception requests to any of these rules can be made in writing and sent via email to
CTJHPPP@gmail.com for consideration.
11. If a player is interested in this program then he/she can complete the following questionnaire:
http://assets.usta.com/assets/531/15/player_questionnaire.doc and email it to CTJHPPP@gmail.com.
*Qualified players include players ranked in the top 25 in any age category in USTA New England when this
program pilot was launched.
For more information or questions, please email Angelo A. Rossetti at CTJHPPP@GMAIL.COM

